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• Products marketed in over 120 countries worldwide

• A unique income opportunity supported with training, 
motivation and rewards for sales achievements

• Multinational presence

• Solid financial standing

• Headquarters in Hong Kong   • People friendly, results oriented and ready to help you 
  reach your potential
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QuestNet Ltd - the exclusive distributor of Quest Technologies and           
                 Q Financials products and services in over 120 countries           
                 worldwide through the powerful medium of e-commerce.
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Opportunity

Have the time and freedom to enjoy your life and earn additional income at the same 

•
indirectly referred. 

• The key to building a successful sales organisation is training, self-discipline, self-
motivation and also devoting time and personal attention to your downlines.

time. 
•

Be rewarded on personal sales and that of the entire organisation  - direct or 

QuestNet Ltd provides training, motivation and support for building sales 
organizations, and rewards our Independent Representatives for their sales 
achievements.
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presents

A Powerful Plan
For the Future
of Your Family
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Residual Income
The Residual Income Plan is a complimentary plan to the existing Binary 
Compensation Plan. Anyone with a qualified Tracking Centre (TC) on the 
Binary Plan can earn from the Residual Income plan.

Under the Residual Income Plan, you will earn commissions and 
bonuses for referring people who end up purchasing products from 
QuestNet (i.e. QuestTalk card) without having to balance your volume.
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Several Opportunities to Earn

The power of the QuestNet Compensation Plan is awesome because 
it puts all qualified sales in your downline to work for you!

1.  Retail Profit from Sales of Products to Retail 
Customers

2.  Compensation from volume accumulated from 
each sale of QuestNet Residual Income products 
in your downline
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Compensation Plan

4.   World Pool Bonus
3.   Generational Bonus 

1.   Basic Residual Income 
2.   Infinity Bonus 
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In order to earn commissions and bonuses you must maintain a monthly Business Volume 
worth $50 of purchases or retail sales.

Basic Residual Income.explanation
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Basic Residual Income.payout
For Basic Residual Income, QuestNet will pay you 6% of the total Business Volume (BV) of 
your DIRECT referrals. QuestNet will also pay out 3% of BV for the second level, 9% for the 
third level and 15% for the fourth level.
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The Residual Income Plan applies the principle of COMPRESSION to the network. Simply put, 
COMPRESSION happens when an Independent Rep within your network does not meet the 
monthly maintenance requirement. When this happens, that Independent Rep becomes inactive, 
and the Independent Reps below him or her temporarily move up to take his place. 
COMPRESSION is calculated on a monthly basis.

Basic Residual Income.compression
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** The examples set forth are hypothetical examples intended to explain the components and operation of the Residual Income Plan.  These hypothetical 
examples are not representative of the income,  if any,  that a Representative can or will earn through his/her participation in the Residual Income Plan.  These 
figures should not be considered as guarantees or projections of  your actual earnings or profits.  Any representation or guarantee of earnings,  whether made 
by QuestNet or a Representative,  would be misleading.  Success with QuestNet results only from successful sales efforts, which require hard work,  diligence, 
and leadership.  Your success will depend upon how effectively you exercise these qualities.

* $50 QuestTalk Card = 20 BV

Basic Residual Income.projection

Here is a conservative projection based on the assumption that each person knows at least   
5 other people who will avail of the Quest Net Residual Income product and the compensation 
plan and that each Independent Rep will just maintain his minimum monthly requirement.
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** The examples set forth are hypothetical examples intended to explain the components and operation of the Residual Income Plan.  These hypothetical 
examples are not representative of the income,  if any,  that a Representative can or will earn through his/her participation in the Residual Income Plan.  These 
figures should not be considered as guarantees or projections of your actual earnings or profits.  Any representation or guarantee of earnings,  whether made 
by QuestNet or a Representative,  would be misleading.  Success with QuestNet results only from successful sales efforts,  which require hard work,  diligence, 
and leadership.  Your success will depend upon how effectively you exercise these qualities.

* $50 QuestTalk Card = 20 BV

Basic Residual Income.projection2

Here is a projection based on the assumption that each person knows at least 10 other
people who will avail of the Quest Net Residual Income product and the compensation 
plan and that each Independent Rep will just maintain his minimum monthly requirement.
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You can earn the additional Infinity Bonus by promoting yourself to a higher rank. There are 5 
different ranks to which an Independent Rep can belong. The entry level is simply called 
Independent Representative. The four other higher ranks are shown in the table below with 
their corresponding percentages for the Infinity Bonus and requirements to achieve each rank.
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Over and above the Basic Residual Income, an Independent Rep can earn an additional 
percentage of Business Volume from Level 1 all the way down to the last level in his network. 
For example, an Associate level Independent Rep can earn an additional 1.5% on all BV 
within his network, regardless of the level.
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(6% - 1.5%) (6% - 3%)(6% -6%)
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A promoted Independent Rep is also entitled to the difference in percentages of his Infinity 
Bonus and another promoted Independent Rep's Infinity Bonus within his   network.
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Generational Bonus.explanation

Generational:

Generational:

The Generational Bonus replaces the Infinity Bonus that a promoted Independent Rep no 
longer receives when his downline is promoted to the same rank as himself. Therefore, a 
promoted Independent Rep is entitled to a Generational Bonus of 1.5% of BV within the 
trees of his downlines who belong to the same rank as himself. A promoted Independent 
Rep is not entitled to any bonus if his downline  holds a higher rank than himself.             
This Generational Bonus can be earned through two (2) generations.
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The World Pool Bonus is a special gift given once a year to those 
selected Independent Representatives who exhibit hard work, 
excellence and leadership in the QuestNet business. Qualification 
criteria for the World Pool Bonus is NOT necessarily based on the 
size of the commissions an Individual Rep receives, but focuses 
more on the key qualities of outstanding leaders and achievers. 
More than one person may qualify for the World Pool Bonus in any 
given year. In the event that more than one person qualifies for the 
bonus, the set amount for the bonus will be distributed pro rata 
among the qualifiers.
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End of Presentation
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